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Vocabulary 

1. I circled the dictionary  ……… for the word purpose. 

2. We have to speak louder, because my grandfather is ……… of hearing.  

 

 

 A 

3. There are some helpful tips on how to use a dictionary more effectively. 

4. She agreed some parts of her personal diary to be published. 

5. Mom will forgive me for breaking the vase. 

6. Our teacher recommends an intermediate dictionary. 

 

B 

a. to tell somebody that something is good 
b. in a way that is successful and achieves what you want 
c. in a quiet way 
d. a book in which you record your thoughts and feelings 
e. to stop being angry with someone 
 

origin, dedicated, diet, arrange 
 

7. We’ll need to …… the chairs around the table. 

8. A complete dictionary tells you about the ……… of words and the story behind them. 

9. Dr. Gharib was regarded as a ……… physician and he spared no pains to help sick people.
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10. H is the chemical s……… for hydrogen. 

11. In Germany people usually h……… each other when they meet. 

12. This book has only a two-page i……… . It is about the writer and his success. 

 
Grammar 

13. My mother found the keys ……… I lost last week. 

 a. when  b. whom  c. which  d. who 

14. Hafez ……… to be as one of the most famous Persian poets of all time. 

 a. knows  b. is known  c. knowing  d. has known 

15. They will buy a new house, ………? 

 a. won’t it  b. won’t they  c. will they  d. will it 

16. I couldn’t figure ……… what they were talking about. 

 a. out   b. at   c. off   d. on 

 

17. Her grandfather never ……… junk food, does he?   (to eat) 

18. If I were you, I ……… the old house.     (to sell) 

19. work / some workers / who / and teachers / in the village / there are / . 

20. employed / during / a lot of / the last five years / have been / workers / .

21. They are new workers which have started working since July. 
                A                    B                  C               D 

22. You haven’t been in the class since Thursday, did you? 
                  A          B                         C                       D 
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Writing 

23. These shoes aren’t comfortable, ……… I rarely wear them. 
24. You can check this booklet, ……… you may see our website. 
25. He wrote some books for children, ……… translated a lot of story books. 
26. My friend had a lot of problems, ……… she didn’t tell me anything. 

Teachers work hard every day to make sure you have learnt your lessons, …27… they deserve 
your respect. You should know their values …28… tell them that you appreciate them. You 
may sometimes forget their kindness, …29… you need to remember that they shape your lives 
like your parents. Treat them well when they are still around, …30… you will be sorry one 
day. 
Reading 

Some people prefer to provide help and support directly to those in need. However, others 
prefer to give money to national and international charity organizations. Giving money to 
those in need can be a personally good experience, but there is a choice between donating 
nationally and internationally through charities or giving directly to those around you. 
One of the advantages of providing direct support is that you can know exactly how your 
money is spent. Another benefit is that you can see the impacts on those you are helping, 
which can lead not only to great personal happiness but also to respect from others who 
appreciate the work you do. 
There are advantages in giving to charities that are national and international. First and the 
best is helping in problems of global importance, such as curing diseases and human rights or 
helping those who are in bad environmental events like earthquakes and floods. 
In conclusion a person should make their own choice in helping others. The important point is 
that we continue to give to those who are more in need than ourselves. 
 

31. What can it lead to when you see the impacts on those you are helping? 
32. What is the important point in helping others? 
 
33. Helping people in bad environmental events has the global importance.  a. True    b. False 
34. People feel great personal happiness when they help others.     a. True     b. False 
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Jabbar Baghcheban is well known for opening the first Iranian kindergarten and the first deaf 

school for Iranian kids. He is the writer of the book ‘Method of teaching the deaf’ in which he 

explained his method of teaching the deaf, known as “oral hand alphabet system”. He devoted 

his life to speech training of Iranian deaf students. There are plenty of Baghcheban schools all 

across the country now for deaf kids.  

Mirza Jabbar Asgharzadeh was born in Yerevan, Armenia. His origin was from Tabriz or 

Urmia in the Iranian Azerbaijan region. The first kindergarten he established was called the 

Baghche-ye-Atfal which means the ‘kid’s garden’. That is why he was given the nickname 

Baghcheban which means ‘gardener’ in the Persian language. He founded a school for the 

deaf in 1924. That school was located next to his kindergarten. In 1928 he wrote the first 

Iranian children’s book in Persian. The book was called Baba barfi which means ‘snow 

daddy’. 

 

35. When did he write the first children’s book? 

36. What is the book ‘Method of teaching the deaf’ about? 

37. When was the first school for the deaf founded? 

38. Jabbar Baghcheban is famous for opening a school for blind people.  a. True     b. False 

39. Baghcheban was born in Armenia, but he is from Iran originally.  a. True     b. False 
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Vocabulary 

1. ______________   2. ______________ 

3. _______  4. _______  5. _______  6. _______ 

7. ______________  8. ______________  9. ______________ 

10. ______________  11. ______________  12. ______________ 

 

Grammar 

13 a b c d 
14 a b c d 
15 a b c d 
16 a b c d 

 

17. ______________  18. ______________ 

19. ____________________________________________________________________________________. 

20. ____________________________________________________________________________________. 

21 A B C D 
22 A B C D 

 

Writing 

23. ______________  24. ______________    

25. ______________  26. ______________ 

 

27. ______________  28. ______________   

29. ______________  30. ______________ 
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Reading 

31. ____________________________________________________________________________________. 

32. ____________________________________________________________________________________. 

 
33. TRUE  FALSE 

34. TRUE  FALSE 

35. ____________________________________________________________________________________. 

36. ____________________________________________________________________________________. 

37. ____________________________________________________________________________________. 

38. TRUE  FALSE 

39. TRUE  FALSE 

 

 

 
 

    

نمره به  عدد                                    نمره به حروف                                                                      مهر مدرسه                                              

  
  

 تاريخ و امضاء دبير  
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